
PUBLIC NOTICE- RECRUITMENT FRAUD  

 

It has come to our notice that in the recent past , some individual by name 

PARTHA ROY claiming to be HR of JIS Group, 1st Floor, 7 Sarat Bose Road, 

Sreepally, Bhowanipore, Kolkata -700020 , West Bengal has mislead the public 

by fictitiously issuing Letter of Appointment on behalf of JIS Group.  

It has also come to our attention that this unscrupulous element sent fake 

appointment letter for the position of “Data Entry Operator” in the name of  

Shri Arghyadeep Ghoshal, C/O Ashoke Kumar Ghoshal and another Shri Surojit 

Sarkar, C/O Srikanta Sarkar both letter dated 14.09.2021 reached at Corporate 

Office of JIS Group unanimously . We presume that such type of many Letter of 

Appointment may have been issued.  

The public at large is hereby notify that JIS Group follows a formal Recruitment 

process through its own HR dept. and does not outsource the preliminary or 

final selection of prospective employees by any individuals or agencies.  

Please be advised that any potential job-seekers willingly corresponding with 

such individual and recruitment agencies in any manner whether by e-mails or 

otherwise will be doing so at their own risks and consequences. The public at 

large is hereby notified to verify the credentials of such solicitations before 

accepting any offer or making any payments. JIS Group strongly recommends 

that the potential job seekers should not respond to such solicitations.  

Kindly note that JIS Group will not accept any liability for any loss or damage 

that may be suffered or incurred directly or indirectly through correspondence 

with fraudulent individuals or recruitment agencies and that such 

communication should not be treated as an offer or representation from JIS 

Group. Should you come across any such fraudulent incident or have any 

information regarding solicitation for recruitment or employment with JIS 

Group, please assist us in taking appropriate action to curb such mala fide 

activities or at once report the same to your nearest police station. You may 

reach us at grievancescell@jisgroup.org.  
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